

	Beer Name1: Munich Light
	Beer Style1: Munich Helles Lager
	ABV1: 4.5%
	IBU1: 18
	Beer Description1: Brewed for the beer hall in Helles lager style — bright, malty sweet, and barely bitter. Effervescent shine echoes golden Bavarian summers in the Alps as a crisp finish ushers in autumn's Oktoberfest with a mighty "oom-pah-pah!"
	Beer Name2: World's End
	Beer Style2: New World IPA
	ABV2: 6.8%
	IBU2: 80
	Beer Description2: Tropical fruit aromas beckon the voyager onward as hop bitterness steadies the course. Malt sweetness flows even-keeled with the hoppy citrus zest as you’re swept away in a crash of white foam. Equal parts smooth sailing and wild ride.
	Beer Name3: 1AM
	Beer Style3: Session Ale
	ABV3: 5.0%
	IBU3: 22
	Beer Description3: This beer is nostalgia in a glass and a nod to Emmett’s beers from the past.  We brought back this classic so you can get through the days and nights, even if it's at 1AM.
	Beer Name4: Peace Keeper
	Beer Style4: American Wheat
	ABV4: 5.3%
	IBU4: 43
	Beer Description4: Bright citrus, a malty middle, and refreshing fruit twang join forces for a harmonious American wheat. Lemon, tangerine, and grapefruit aromas keep the troops happy during lazy, hazy peacetime. Ceasefire or not, our beer's the bomb!
	Beer Name5: Shadow Boxer
	Beer Style5: English Borwn 
	ABV5: 5.0%
	IBU5: 20
	Beer Description5: Malty, Biscuit, hint of coffee and caramel
	Beer Name6: Auto Pilot
	Beer Style6: Mosaic Session IPA
	ABV6: 4.5
	IBU6: 40
	Beer Description6: Auto Pilot Mosaic is a part of our Auto Pilot Session IPA series featuring rotating hops.  Mosaic hops bring an assortment of aromas and flavors including mango juice, lemon and papaya.
	Beer Name7:  Guilt Trip
	Beer Style7:  Porter
	ABV7:  6.0
	IBU7: 30 
	Beer Description7: Great aromas of coffee, baker's chocolate, with flavors of slight caramel, bitter sweet chocolate, ending with a dry roasty finish. 
	Beer Name8:  Wrath
	Beer Style8:  Belgian Triple
	ABV8:  8.1
	IBU8: 24 
	Beer Description8: Pale Gold,, Clear Complex, Spicy, Fruity 
	Beer Name9: Double Barrel
	Beer Style9: Oatmeal Stout
	ABV9: 4.9
	IBU9: 20
	Beer Description9: Dark Chocolate Flavor/Aroma, Coffee, Caramel Notes
	Beer Name10: Flying Bus
	Beer Style10: Rye IPA
	ABV10: 6.3
	IBU10: 57
	Beer Description10: A well balanced IPA with hints of spicy rye. We use only Chinook hops which brings an assertive bitterness, firm malt, dry rye, and piney character. 
	Beer Name11: Copious L.
	Beer Style11:  American Pale Ale
	ABV11: 6.6 
	IBU11: 45
	Beer Description11: Copious Lupulus- This American Pale Ale strikes a highly drinkable balance between sweet malt, bitter hop bit and wafting hop aroma. (Copious = Ample, Lupulus = Hops)


